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Orbiting dust under radiation pressure 

J.C. van der Meer 
Centre for Mathematics and Computer Science 

P.O.Box 4079, 7009 AB Amsterdam, The NB~ I 

R.Cushman 
Mathematisch lnstffuut, Rijksuniversiteff Utrecht 

P.O.Box 80010, 3508 TA Utrecht, The NBtherlands 

In this paper we consider a perturbed Keplerian system describing orbiting dust under radiation p<essure. 
We derive an ontegrable second order normal form lor this Hami~onian system. finally we analyze this 
integrable syslem by 6UCC9Sive reduction to a one degree of freedom syslem. 

l. lNTitODUcnON 
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In his paper [3] Deprit considers a perturbation of bounded Keplerian motion which models the effect 
of radiation pressure on orbiting dust The perturbation term can also be seen as the classical analo
gue of a combined Stark and Zeeman effect ( see [I] ). In the roper rotating co-ordinate system the 
model is given by the Hamiltonian on (R3 -{0})X(R3)"=T0R 

K(f,7J)=ti"IJI 2 --m- ~on(~,1'12-Q7JI}+w(,=Ko((,7J)+£K,(€.7J) , (1.1) 

where m is the constant angclar velocity of rotation of the co-<>rdinate frame, a is the acceleration, 
and € is a small parameter. Deprit derives and analyzes a first order normal form for K. In this paper 
we will derive and analyze a second order normal form for (1.1) using the constrained normalization 
lilgorithm described in [5). 

The first step of this procedure is !O write the Hamiltonian system (T0R 3,..,,K) as a perturbation of 
the geodesic Hamiltonian K 0(q,p)= IP I on the punctured cotangent • bundle 

r+ S 3 ={(q,p)ER1 IF,(q,p)= lq 12 -1=0. Fl(q,p)=<q,p>=O,p'i=()}. This is done by:(!) res

tricting K to the negative level set K- 1( --}k2), (2) changing the time scale, and (3) applying Moser's 

regularization map. The resulting Hamiltonian system (T+ S 3 ,O,i) is given by 

K(q,p )= Ko(q,p) +tX 1 (q.p) (1.2) 

where 

I. Prt::.cut addr=: Tcchnisc.bc: Univeniteit Eindhoven, P.O.Box S 13, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands. 
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(1.3) 

Here D is the restriction ~f the standard symplectic form .., on R1 to r+ S 3 . Another way of describ
ing the system (T+ S 3·D,K) is the following: on R8 consider the Hamiltonian H=H0 +U/1 where 

Ho(q,p)=(lq I2 1P 12 -<q,p>2)1i (1.4) 

and H 1 is given by the right hand side of (1.3). On R1 -C8, where C1 ={(q,p)eR8 1 Ho(q,p)=O),_H 
is a smooth function. Constraining the system (R1 -C1,..,,H) tor+ S 3, gives the system (T+ S 3 ,Sl,K). 

Note that the levd set Kjj 1 ( -fk2) corresponds to the levd set Hjj 1 (/)where l = f· 
2. CoMPUTATION Of TilE SECOND ORDER. CONSTR.AINEI> NOIU4AL fOJlM 

In this section we carry out the constrained normalization algorithm to find the second order normal 
form of H. The first step is to compute 

- I f... H H 1=- n • .,., 'dl • 
tr 0 

which is the average of H 1 over the dow 4>~' of XH •• Since 

,..H,_ 
Tl -

(-~sin2l +cos2l)J 4 
Ho(q,p) 

__w:_. 
(- Ho(q,p) sinlt)/4 

_w:_l ( H o(q,p) sinlt)J 4 

(~sinlt +cos2t)I 4 
Ho(q,p) 

we find that 
-1 I 
q;liJ:;;:2Q,QJ+2Wli • 
- I 1 
q;p1= -2Q;P1+2q;pl • 
-1 I 
p;pi=2P;PJ+2PJIJ • and 

q1i' =0 if Ill + I k I is odd (using multi index notation) . 

Here, 

I 
Q;(q,p):;;: Ho(q,p) (<q,p >q;-lq llp;) • 

P;(q,p)=-H (I )(<q,p>p;-lp llq;) 
0 q,p 

for I c;;; <;4; furthermore we write 

SiJ=q;pJ-fjj/11 

for )c;;; <j<;4. Substituting the expression for</>~' into H 1 and using (2.2) gives 

- m a 1 1 a 
Hl(q.p)= -kliP ISil +kJ"IP 1<-2Q4PI +2qo4PI)-kJ"IP IS14 . 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

To simplify the above fonnula, we introduce the following notation: if F,GeC""(R1 -Ca). then we 
say F"" G if and only if F-G lies in the ideal of smooth functions on R1 -C8 generated by the 



functions Fl and Fz. In other words, F"" G if and only ifF I r+ sL==G I r+ sl. Consequently 

-p, 
H 0 "" IP I . Q; "" IPT . P; "" -lp I q; 

2 4 - 4 
P.PJ+ IP I q,'b"" "2:,sbslj • 2lp l2q;'b"" "2:,sbslj , 

/=1 /=1 
- 4 - I 

2jp llP.Pi = "2:,SbSlj , q.pi ""'2S;J . 
/=1 

Substituting (2.4) into (2.3) gives 

- m 3a 
HI= -k21P ISil- 2k3 IP IS14 
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(2.4) 

(2.5) 

which on H0 1 (f) n r+ S 3 agrees with the first order nonnaf form for H found by DepriL 
The next step is to compute the generating function R of the symplectic transformation expLcR. 

which normalizes H to first order. According to [2] 

R =j_/,• t(H1 -H~)o<t.~'dl 
.,. 0 

According to the constrained normalization algorithm, R has to be modified to 

R'=R-f{R,Fl}(lq l 2 ~1)+t{R,FJ}<q,p> (2.7) 

because then the symplectic transformation expLcR·_leaves the constraint T+ S 3 invariant. Without 
changing the constrained normal form we may useR' instead of R'. Therefore to second order the 
transformed Hamiltonian is 

(ex.pd.ii:)H = Ho +Ji1 +r L;·<f<HI +H1))+0(~) (2.8) 

To simplify (2.8) we may use 

m I a I 5 a 
T=k21P IS12(2q4 -l)+""k"JIP IS14(2q4 -4)+2k31P IPI(q. -I) (2.9) 

instead of +(H 1 + H 1 ), because t(H 1 + H 1} =< T and T+ S 3 is an invariant manifold of Xi~·. There>

fore the second order term in the normal form of H is 

L.R·T=-(R',T) 
--- I - 1-.,..------

<::::: - (R,T}+7:(R,F2 }{ 1 q I2,T} -7:{R,F1 }{ <q,p >,T} 

A straightforward calculation, making use of 
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- } m ll ll ll I 12 (R,F2 ~ 2k2 S1~4 + 2k3 Sl-\P4 + 4k 3 P 1P• + 2k'3 P 91 • 

{lqj2,T)"" :3 IPI(q .. -l)ql • 

m 5tJ a 1 
{<q,p>,T}"" -kljpjS12- 4k2 lpiS,4+k'fiPI(2q•-l:Wr, 

and the fact that F "" G implies F "" G (which follows because F 1 and F2 are integrals of Ho ) 
gives 

and 

I - am - a 2 • -
-2{R,Fl}{jqj 2,T}"" 4k5 lpiS1291P4+ 4k6 IPIS1491P4 

a2 - a2 
+ 4k6 IP l3i.- 8k6 IP I919-II'IP4 . 

1 - Sam - am --
2{R,FJ){<q,p>,T}""- 8k5 IP IS129-II'l-"'8ki""IP IS12ql}'4 

21a2 - 5a2 -
- 32k6 IP IS149-II'•- 32k6 IP !Sa491}'4 

a2 --- a2 -
+ 16k' IP I919-II'IP4+ 16k6 IP lqivf ' 

--- a 2 m 2 27a2 9am 
{R,T} = 4J11P 13 + 4k4 IP !St2 + 32k6 IP ISh+ 8k' IP ISilS14 

3am 2- a 2 - am -
+ 8k' IP I q2qC 16k6 IP ISI49-Ii'J + Bk' IP IP2P4 

5a 2 - 15a2 - 15a2 2 
- 32k' IP I 39f + 32k6 IP 1 3~ + 32k6 IP IP• 

+ 3a2 I 12 + a• I 122 a2 I I . 
32k6 P P4 16k6 P 94PI- 16k6 P q,qo~PlP4 

Thc:refore the second order term in the normal form of H is 

{T.R."} ""- [ 17a2 I 13+(.!!1!..+~)1 jS2 + 5Ja2 I IS2 
' 32k6 p 4k4 8k5 p 12 32k6 p 14 

9a2 2 13am am ] 
- 32k, IP I Sn +"""8k"SIP Is 12S 14 -4ks !PI S23S34 , 

where we have used (2.4), IP 12 "" ~ s&. and the identity 
l..:i<j<4 

qipf -q.q-~PIP•--qo~Plsl • . 

(2.10) 
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3. fuRTHER NORMAUZATION 

We can write the second order normal form of H obtained in the previous section as 

'X=Ho +a;+~~ , (3.1} 

where Xt and ~ are smooth functions in IP I and S,1 which are given by (2.5) and (2. 10). Hence we 
have two commuting integrals H o and 'X of X In this section we perform a further constrained nor
malization of X This further normalization introduces a third integral for the resulting normal form 
up to second order. More precisely, the resulting normal form 

X=Ho +t:ic; +~~ 
is Liouville integrable with integrals (H 0,:ic,,X}, which Poisson commute. 

To be able to perform a further constrained normalization of 'X we need a suitable Poisson algebra. 
The quadratic polynomials S;1 , 1.;;; <jc;;;4, under Poisson_bracket span a Lie algebra:; which is iso
morphic to so(4); moreover IP I lies in the center of lii. Thus the smooth functions on :; form a Pois
son algebra (C"'(£), · ,(( , } }) with multiplication · given by pointwise multiplication of functions 
and Poisson bracket { { , } } defined by 

{{j,g}}= ~ .}s' .}f {S;1,S.t~} , 
I <iJ,~,/<4 ij kl 

wheref,geC""(lii). Note that smooth functions in IP !lie in the center of (C"'(£),{{, }}). 
Now consider the constraint N defined by 

§'I= ~ S~-/2 =0 and Sl=S12S34-S13Sl4+S14S23=0 . 
I<IJ<4 

Note that N is diffeomorphic to the first reduced phase space P1 of section 4. Since S'1 and Sl are 
Casimir elements of (C"'(£), · ,{ {, }}) which span the center of this Poisson algebra, N is a symplro
tic submanifold of (lii,O), where 0 is the Kostant-Kirillov symplectic form. Since Ls§'i =0 for every 
S el!i, N is invariant under the tlow 1-+exptLs for every S elii. Therefore when doing normalization of 
'X constrained to N no adjustment of the symplectic transformation needs to be made as in (2.7). 
Hence we need only perform an ordinary nonnaliz.ation of X on £. 

To explain this note that for any FeC""(:ii), expLF maps a normal form of X into a normal form. 
Explicitly, 

'X=(expL<F)'X 

=H0 +t(:JY + {H0,F})+~(:J<;z + {9/1,F} +t{Ho.{Ho.F} })+ 0(~) 

=Ho+€Xt +~(~+{'Xt,F})+O(~) , (3.2) 

since every element of C"'($) is an integral of H 0• 1bis result suggests that we try to choose F so 
that 

~=~+{:JY,F}EkerLx, . 

This is possible provided that Lx, is a smooth vector field on :!i with only periodic orbits, for then we 

have the splitting C"'(§)=kerLx, 9imLx, [2]. 
To show that Lx, has the required property we apply the linear map expALs~ on X. to bring ~ 

into a simpler form. Because {Sl4,S 12 )=S 14 and {S2 •• SI4}=-S•l we obtain 

:ic, =(exp(llsJ)~ 

=- IP I (~co!ih-.1£...3 sin>.)Sil + IP I( ~ si.nA+4co!ih)S•• 
kl 2k k 2k 
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[ ]
II 

Choosing A so that aosinA = - ;;, and aocosA = ;'z , where ao = ;: + ~: gives 

it= -ao IP IS 12 • Therefore with respect to the ordered basis {Sll,Su.Sn,S34, -SlA,SJ4} of S, the 
vector field LX, is linear and has matrix 

0 
0 

-aolpl 0 
0 
0 

0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
-1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -I 

0 
0 
0 

0 

Hence Li; has only periodic orbits on S. • 
Applying the linear map exp(Us.) on Xt with A chosen as above gives 

X, = CXJI(ALs.>Xt 

(3.3) 

=a1 +«2Sb +a3S 12S 14 +a.Si4 +a,sL +~S~ +a,SnS34 (3.4) 

"' t: "' • 
Tbc:refore we need to find FeC00{S) so that Xt+{~.F}ekerLi,. Since the subalgebra kerLsp of 

(C00(S}.·) is generated by 

s,2 , S 34 , Si3 +SiJ , s}4 +SL ,sJ,s:M -S,4Sn , SuS14 +SuSz.c . (3.5) 

and 

L.r.(s,lS34)=SnS34 , L.r.(~J4S2A)=SL -sf. , 
L.r.(SuSn)=SiJ -sf, , L.r.(S,lSz.c)=S,lSI4 , 

the splitting of Sj4 and siJ into a sum of terms in kerLi; and imLi; is given by 

sf. =·hsi. +sL>-f<sllA -sl4> • 

slu =f<sf, +SL>-f<sf, -sL> . 

(3.6) 

c;onsequently our tinal.second order normal form f01 H=;:H0+dl1 is X=!fo+hi+~~ where 
~ = -.ao IP IS 1:z and ~ is given by (3.6). Since H 0 and ~ are integrals of X. which Poisson com
mute, X is Liouville integrable. 

4. RJ!DUCDON TO ONE DEGIIEI! OF FIIEI!DON 

Since X has two commuting integrals H o and it both of which generate an S 1-action, we can per
form reduction twice to obtain a reduced system which has only one degree of freedom. We now 
carry out this twofold reduction. 

Recall that lhc: quadratic polynomials Sij·, l<i<j<4, generate the algebra ol smooth functions 
which are invariant under the llow of XH,· Since this ftow is periodic, the corresponding S 1 orbit map 
is 

p:R1 -c, .... s =R':(q,p)-+(S a2.s.,.sn.s34, -slA.s ••> 
U on S we apply the linear change of eo-ordinates 

(4.1) 
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A 1 =S 12 +S34 , A2 =S13 -S24 , A 3=S23 +S 14 , 

J, = s 12 -s34 • h =sll +S2• • J3 =sll -s l4 • (4.2) 

( which is just an isomorphism of the Lie algabras so(4) and so(3)Xso(3) ), we obtain ano!ber S 1 

orbit map 

p:R8 -Ca->lii =R6 :(q,p)-+(A~oAl,Al,Jl>h,J3). 

The image of Hi) 1 (/)n T+ S 3 under pis P, which is defined by At +Ai +A5 =/2 , Jt +Ji +J§ =11; 
moreover the reduced phase space of the S 1-action generated by the flow of XH,i T+ S 3 ish which 
is diffeomorphic to S 2 XS2. Identifying R6 with (so(3)Xso(3))' shows that P1 is an S0(3)XS0(3) 
co-adjoint orbit. 

Now consider the S 1-action on£ generated by the flow of LX,. Since i1 is an integral of H0, the 
flow of LX, leaves P1 invariant. In fact this S 1-action is given by the !-parameter group t-->exptLi, of 
S0(3)XS0(3), which induces rotations on S 2 X (0) and {0) XS2 that are in 1: I resonance (see [3D. 
Thus the algebra of smooth functions which are invariant under the flow of L:ir, is generated by 

111=A1 , w2=A2J1+A3J3 , 113=A3h-A1J3 , 

114 =J 1 , w~ =Ai + Aj , 116 =Ji +Jj . 

Hence the orbit map for this S 1-action is 

.,.;£ = R6 -.R6 :(A,J)-->(111, .,.2,w3,114,w~,v6) 

The image of P1n:J(1(c) under,. is the second reduced phase space P~. which is defined by 

vi+vs=/2 , tr~+v6=/2 , 

2C 
wi +wi =vstr6 , 115 >0 and 116;;.0 ,"11, +1T4 = :, =2c 

From (4.4) we find that P~, is a surface of revolution in (111 ,112,w3) space defined by 

wi +11} =(P -,.r)(fl-(2c-11.f) , -1<:.111 o;;/ and -1+2co;;11,<:.1+2c 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

Consequently P1 •• is a point if c = ±1, a smooth two sphere if 0< I c I <I, or a topological two sp~ 
with cone-li.ke singularities at the poles ±(/, 0,0) when c =0. This completes the twofold reduction 

process. 
On the second reduced phase space P1,, ':!'e now compute the reduced Hamiltonian H~, induced by 

the second order normalired Hamiltonian X. From (42) and (4.3) it follows that 
I I 

S 12 =2(w1 +,.4 ) , S34=2(11,-w4) , 

s,lsl4-s,.s23=lc,.6-ws) , slls,4+s23s24=+w3 

Sh +Sb =±<w~ +w6 +2112) ,Si4 +S~ =±(ws +w6 -2w2) 

SubstiiUting S 12 =c and (4.6) into '.i<iz (3.6) yields 

Hl) =Po+ /J, wi + ~.,., + PJ"2 • . . 
using (4.4) and w1 +w4 =2c. Here 

- I 2 I 2 2 
fJo=a 1 +a2c2+4(a.+as)/ -T(a.+as)c +~c 

- - I -
tl 1 =-t<~+a~)+~ .tl2=T(a.+a~)c-~c=-2cflt. 
- I 
fJJ=4(a~-a.). 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 
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Since_~=-2cPt we may write Hl~=§o+{J1 ('1f 1 -c'f+P21Tz where fto=.8o-fttc 2, Pt=P~o and 
/h.= {J3• Because Hj'J = H 0 =I and Hl.~ ='X.. = c on P1,co the second order normafu.ed reduced Hamil
tonian on P1,, is 

Hl,c=.?{fit('ITt-ci+Pl'ITz) , (4.9) 

after dropping inessential constants. 

5. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF Hl,c ON Pl,c• , 
In this section we discuss the qualitative properties of the level sets of HI.< on P1.c ( see fig.! ). These 
level sets correspond to trajectories of the reduced Hamiltonian vector field XH~ on PJ.c· 

Let o1 =111 -c , o2 =112 , and o3 ='113• In these variables the second reduced phase space P1,c is 
defined by 

u~+o~= [u-lc li-ut) [u+ lc lt-ut] =V(ut) , (5.1) 

where I o1 I o;;/-1 c I and 0< I c 1<1. After introducing a new time scale s =.? t, the second order 
normalized reduced Hamiltonian on P1,c is 

~=~+~. 0~ 

where 
I 

"' =/Jt = --;c("-4 +a~)+~ 

021 (81a 2 +9amk +42m 2k 2 ) 
32(9a2 +4k2m2)k6 

(5.3) 

I fJ =!J:!=-;c(a5-'l4) 

3azm I (3a -4mk) 
32(9a2 +4kzmz)k5 . 

(5.4) 

We now determine the critical points o=(o~oa2 ,o3 ) of H 1,, on Pl.<· From (5.3) and (5.4) it follows 
that a=#) but that fJ can be zero. Let us first consider the special case cr-1=0 and {J = 0. Then by the 
Lagrange multiplier method we find that a must satisfy 

P(4of -4(c2 +/2)ot)=2ao; , 

211'0'2 =0 , 

2ro3=0 , (5.5) 

a~+us=V(al)' latlo;;l-lc I , 1>0. 

There are two cases to consider. (l} When r=O the first equation in (5.5) gives o1 =0 since cr-1=0. 
Hence we find that the circle oi +a~= V(0)=(/2 -c2'f in PJ.c lies in the critical set of HI.<· (2) When 
y.;6(}, the second and third equations in (5.5) imply that o2 =o3 =0 and hence V(ot)=O. Therefore 
a1 =±(I- I c I> or ±(/ + I c 1). But the second possibility must be disregarded since I o1 I o;;/- I c I· 
Consequently HI.< has two critical points ±(/- I c I ,0,0) on P1,<> which are easily to be seen to be a 
maximum and a minimum. Thus when"'~ but /3=0 the level sets of HI.< on Pl.< are given in 
figure!. 

After this special case we turn to the general case when "'~ and /3~. The Lagrange multiplier 
equations read 



figure I. Level sets of H~< on P~< when lf7"' , P=O. 
The critcal set is given by the heavy curves. 

1'(4o? -4(P +cl)al)=2aal 

2va2=P • 
2va, =0 • 

a~+a~=V(al), lado;;;f-lcl ,1>0. 
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(5.6) 

If y=O, then the second equation in (5.6) gives P=O which contradicts the hypothesis. Therefore~"#), 
which by the third equation gives a3 =0. Thus every critical point of H~< lies on the topological circle 
S!c =P~, n { a3 =0}. 

Instead of solving (5.6) with ~"#), we follow a different more algebraic approach. Consider the 
equations describing an h-levcl set of H~< on SJ.c· 

h=aa~+,Ba2 , 

a~=((l-lciY-a1X(I+Jclf-ah .laJio;;;l-lcl ,1>0. (5.7) 

figure 2. Critical set of H1,c on S},< when P'i=O and (a/ /3)>0. 

Using the fact that /3=1=0, we may eliminate a2 from (5.7) to obtain 
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(til -/P}o1 +2(-Ckll + /P(/2 +c2)}o1 +(hl -pl(/2 -c2f)=O 

together with 

lad 40;/-lc I , lc 140;/ , 1>0 . 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

Then (a1, "}<h -aaf),O) is a critical point of H4, on SL. if and only if Cit is a double root of (5.8) 

which satisfies (5.9) (see figure 2). Equation (5.8) has double roots precisely when its discriminant 6j) is 
zero. We now recall some facts about discriminants. Let A denote the discriminant of the biquadratic 
polynomial 

(5.10) 

Then the discriminant locus {A= 0} is just the { c = 0} slice of the discriminant locus of the general 
quartic .x4 +ax2 +cx +b which in (o,b,c) space is a swallowtail surface (see [6D. We find that {A=O} 
in the (o,b) plane is given by the line {b =0} and the hall pll!'1lbola {o2 =4b , o<IO;O}. 

We now begin the analysis of the d.iscrimioant locus {lij)=O} of (5.8). Our analysis is divided into 
three pans: (1) til=pl, (2) til-/P<O, and (3) til-/P>O. Case (1) splits into two subcases. 
lL U 

-oh+/P(I2 +c2)=0 , (5.11) 

thc:n (5.8) becomes 

h2=p2(/2-c2f • (5.12) 

Suppose that fJ>O. Then taking the square root of (5.12) and eliminating h from (5.11) gives 

(fJ-a)l2 +(a+f1)c1 =0 . (5.13) 

If a+fJ=O, then (5.13) becomes 2/J/2 =0; which implies that /=0. But this is a contradiction. 'J'hcro. 
fore a+/l=#J. But til=JIZ by hypothesis. Hence a=fJ and (!5.13) implies c=O. Hence h =fJ/2• A 
similar argument when fJ<O shows that c =0 and h =-fJP. 
1 b. When - oh + /f(l2 + c2fi!'O, (5.8) has double roots if and only if 

h 2 -pl(/2 -c2f=O • (5.14) 

Taking the above results together we see that in case (1), (5.8) has double roou if and only if 

h2 =/P(I2 -c2f . (5.15) 

Note that the c =0 slice of (5.15) is special in the sense that it corresponds to the case where H1,, =h 
and S!, coincide along part of a parabola ( see fig.2 ). This is the only case where H1,c has a critical 
set which docs not consist of isolated points. 

In case (2) when til -JIZ<O we find that the part of {6ll=O) corresponding to (b =0} piece of 
{.A=O) is also given by (5.1!5). From (!5.8) and (5.10) we see that 

- [ -oh+Jf(J2+c2)] . h2-Jf<P-cl)l 
o-2 til-pZ andb til-If 

Therefore the part of {lij)=O), which corresponds to the {o2 =4b , o<O) piece of {A=O), is given by 

= [ -ah+Jf(P+c2)]
2 

_ [h 2 -Jf(P-c2'f] 
0 til-pZ til-tp • 

-ah+Jf(l2+c2) 
til-pl <0 . (5.16) 

After some simplification the equation in (5.16) reads 
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(5.17) 

Because dl-pl_<O, (5.17) holds it and only it c=O and h=aJl. Consequently in each I slice of 
{~=0} we get JUSI one extra point lying in the interior of the part given by (5.15) (see fig.4) . 
. lD case (3) when dl.-FP>O.we find that a pan of !,5l=O} is given by (5.15). Also we obtain equa

uons (5.16), (5.17) which descnbe the remaining pan. In this case we may solve (5.17) to obtain 

h =a(P+c2)±2/lc I v'dl-pl . (5.18) 

For /-constant we find that the two parabolas in the (c,h) plane gi\<en by (5.18) are tangent to 
ls 2 =pl(J2 -c2) at the four points · 

Q 14 = [±I - fill L/2] Q :::: [±/ -frl Ltl] ' V -;:::j•c-{J ' l.l V -;::t:j• a-{J · 

Because of the inequality in (5.16) we have to consider only ihe part of these curves sketched in 
figure 3. .. 

figure 3. The pieces of II =a(_P+c2)±21fc I Vdl-pl which belong to {~=0). 

It remains to investigate which points of {6D=O) are critical points of H4, on Sl,. Hereto we have 
to study the effect of the inequality (5.9). First consider the part of {~=0} corresponding to {b =0). 
Along this branch we find that tit =0 is the only double root of (5.8), that is, the first inequality in 
(5.9) is satisfied. Thus we only have !he restriction Jc J<l ,1>0. Next consider the part of {~=0} 
corresponding to {.a2 =4b , .a<O). When dl-{P<O, we lind that the double roots of (5.8) arc given 
by Dt =±/when c=O. Again (5.9) is satisfied if we restrict to lc 1 <1. Finally consider the case 
ti'--pl >0. We find the double roots 

Jt~d=[ah-f~~+cl)r=['l+cl+ ~r. (5.19) 

since h is given by (5.18). When a>O, it is easy to chock that the condition I t11 I <1- I c I is satisfied 
only if we take the- sign in (5.18) and (5.19). Furthermore we have to restrict to lc I <1. This finally 
gives us the set of critical values of H~, on Sl, in parameter space (c,h,{), which is depicted in 
figure 4. 

lD fact th~ Cl!;!Yes in figure 4 describe the critical values of the energy-momentum map T+ S 3 -+R3; 

(q,p)-+(Ho,~.~)- The total image is given by the curves and their interior. The fibers of the energy
momentum map correspond to invariant surfaces of the integrable vector field Xi;. By factorization of 
the energy-momentum map through the orbit maps p and -r the nature of the fibers can be determined 
in a straightforward way. We will end this section with a short description of the fibers. 

Regular values correspond to one or two 3-tori. Elliptic critical values to 2-tori ( (2) indicating two 
of these). Hyperbolic critical values have a fibre which includes the stable and unstable manifold, the 
fiber consists of two 3-tori intersecting along a hyperbolic 2-torus. An exception are those critical 
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·f l c. 

figure 4. I >0 slice of the set of critical points of H~< on S!., 
(2) indicates two double roots, 

·f 

e(lliptic),h(yperbolic),t(ransitional) indicate the stability type of the critical point. 

values wbicb correspond to the critic3l points on the first reduced phase space. They are given by 
(c,h,l)=(O,aP,l) and (±/, 0,1). For the elliptic points the fibre is just a circle. For the hyperbolic 
points we obtain complicated fibres containing a hyperbolic invariant circle. 
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